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The model-complete, complete theories of pseudo-algebraically closed fields 
are characterized in this paper. For example, the theory of algebraically closed 
fields of a specified characteristic is a model-complete, complete theory of 
pseudo-algebraically closed fields. The characterization is based upon algebraic 
properties of the theories' associated number fields and is the first step towards a 
classification of all the model-complete, complete theories of fields. 
A field F is pseudo-algebraically closed if whenever I is a prime ideal in a 
polynomial ring F[xt, ..., x, 
] = F[xl and F is algebraically closed in the quotient 
field of F[x]/I, then there is a homorphism from F[x]/I into F which is the 
identity on F. The field F can be pseudo-algebraically closed but not perfect; 
indeed, the non-perfect case is one of the interesting aspects of this paper. 
Heretofore, this concept has been considered only for a perfect field F, in which 
case it is equivalent to each nonvoid, absolutely irreducible F-variety's having an 
F-rational point. The perfect, pseudo-algebraically closed fields have been promi- 
nent in recent metamathematical investigations of fields [1,2,3,11,12,13,14, 
15,28]. Reference [14] in particular is the algebraic springboard for this paper. 
A field F has bounded corank if F has only finitely many separable algebraic 
extensions of degree n over F for each integer n, 2. 
A field F will be called an B-field for an integral domain B if B is a subring of 
F. 
Some of the results of this paper are the following: 
Theorem. A complete, consistent theory of pseudo-algebraically closed B-fields is 
model-complete if and only if its associated B-number field E has bounded corank, 
in which case the given theory is the model-companion of a component of the theory 
TE of totally transcendental extensions of E. 
Theorem. The theory TE has a model-companion if and only if the field E has 
bounded corank. A component of TE has a model-companion if and only if TE has 
a model-companion. These model-companions, when they exist, are theories of 
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pseudo-algebraically closed fields and, in the case of components of TE, are 
complete theories. 
In particular, if E is an absolute number field, then TE is a component for itself 
and is the only component. These theorems for the special case in which E is an 
absolute number field were announced in [27]. 
0. Conventions and background from logic and algebra 
The formal language 2 in this paper will be the customary language for ring 
theory with constant symbols 0 and 1, binary function symbols + and -, and a 
unary symbol - (for additive inverse). This language may be extended through 
the introduction of a distinguished set of constant symbols at various times. In 
particular, if A is a structure for a language 2' and C is a set of elements of At, 
then 2'(C) is the language obtained by adjoining a new constant symbol for each 
element of C. If C is the universe of At, then 2'(C) may also be denoted by 2'(., u). 
Diag (. tit) is the set of atomic sentence and negated atomic sentences in 2"(AI) 
which are true in At. 
The symbols a, b, c, d will be used both for constant symbols in the formal 
language and for elements of structures with the obvious convention on assign- 
ments. The symbols u, v, w, x, y, z will be used both as variable symbols in the 
formal language and as variables for forming polynomials over rings and fields. 
R[x] denotes the ring of polynomials in variables x1, ..., x, with coefficients in a 
ring R. K(x) denotes the field of rational functions in variables x...... x,  with 
coefficients in a field K. 
The set of universal sentences deducible from a theory T will be denoted by Tv 
and will be called the universal subtheory of T. 
The reader is referred to [23] for standard results in logic, to [22] for standard 
facts concerning model-complete theories, and [5] and [9] for facts concerning 
existentially complete structures. 
The following, well-known lemma is fundamental to investigations of model- 
complete theories of fields. 
Lemma 0.1. In the theory of fields, each primitive formula is equivalent to one of 
the form 
3x (Pi(x, z)=0A... AP. (x, z)=0) 
where each p; (x, z) is a polynomial in variables x and z with integer coefficients. 
An ideal I in a polynomial ring K[x] over a field K is said to be absolutely 
prime if not only I is prime but furthermore the ideal IK[x] is prime in the 
polynomial ring K[x], where k denotes the algebraic closure of K. 
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A field K will be said to be weakly pseudo-algebraically closed if whenever I is 
an absolutely prime ideal in K[x], then there is a homomorphism over K from K[x]/I 
into K. A K-variety V is an absolute variety or an absolutely irreducible variety if 
and only if its associated ideal in K[x] is absolutely prime. Accordingly, a field K 
is weakly pseudo-algebraically closed if and only if each nonvoid, absolutely 
irreducible K-variety has a K-rational point. 
Lemma 0.2. If L is a regular extension of a field K and a K-algebraic set U has an 
L-rational point (b,..... b), then the ideal in K[x] determined by (b...... b) has 
a basis p, (x), ... , p, 
(x) in K[x]. Furthermore, the ideal I in K[x] associated with U 
is contained in the ideal generated by pl(x), ... , p, 
(x) in K[x]. 
Proof. Let p be the ideal in K[x] determined by (b...... b). The field 
K(b,,... , 
b) is a regular extension of K, because it is a subfield of the regular 
extension L of K. Therefore p has a basis pl(x),... , pr(x) 
in K[x] (see [17, 
Chapter III, Section 2, Theorem 8]). The ideal I is contained in p, so it is 
contained in the ideal generated by pl(x), ..., p, (x) in K[x]. 
The reader is referred to [10], [18] and [29] for standard facts and terminology 
from algebra, to [17] for standard facts and terminology from algebraic geometry, 
and to [21] for basic results on profinite groups and infinite Galois extensions. 
1. Quasi-perfect fields 
One of the perhaps surprising results in this paper is that there are complete, 
model-complete theories of non-perfect fields. A field will be said to be quasi- 
perfect if either it has characteristic 0 or it has at most one purely inseparable 
extension of degree p where p>0 is its characteristic. Several interesting algeb- 
raic properties of these fields will be stated in this section. All of their proofs use 
only standard algebraic techniques and so will be omitted. 
Lemma 1.1. The following are equivalent for elements a and b of a field F for 
which F(a`P) and F(b"P) are proper, purely inseparable extensions of F. 
(1) F(air) 4 F(bua); 
(2) F is algebraically closed in the quotient fields of F[x, y]/(xP" - ay" - b) and 
F Tx, y]I(xP" - aP+' yP" - b). 
Theorem 1.2. The following are equivalent for a field F: 
(1) F is quasi-perfect; 
(2) each finite dimensional extension of F has a primitive element; 
(3) if F is algebraically closed in an extension K, then K is separable over F; 
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(4) if F is algebraically closed in an extension K, then K is a regular extension of 
F; 
(5) F has at most one purely inseparable extension of each degree. 
On the other hand, a field F which is not quasi-perfect must have infinitely 
many, purely inseparable extensions of degree p" for each n , 1, where p is the 
characteristic of F. 
Proposition 1.3. If F is a quasi-perfect field and K is an algebraic extension of F, 
then K is quasi-perfect also. 
A field K is a maximally totally transcendental extension of F if F is algebrai- 
cally closed in K and F is not algebraically closed in any proper algebraic 
extension of K. 
Proposition 1.4. If a field F is quasi-perfect, Fc K, and K is a maximally totally 
transcendental extension of F(1 K, then K is quasi-perfect. 
Proposition 1.5. Each finite dimensional extension of a quasi-perfect field is a 
compositum of a separable extension and a purely inseparable extension. 
Proof. Decompose the normal closure M of L over F into a compositum MM, of 
a separable extension MS of F and a purely inseparable extension M; of F. Then 
show that M, c L, so that L=L, M, where L, is the maximal separable Subexten- 
sion of L over F. 
2. Existential completeness for fields 
An extension field K of a field F will be called a totally transcendental extension 
of F if F is algebraically closed in K. The class of totally transcendental extensions 
of F will be denoted by 011(fl. The goal of this section is an algebraic characteriza- 
tion of the existentially complete members of °U(F). 
Theorem 2.1. A field K is existentially complete in an extension field L if and only 
if L is a regular extension of K and each absolutely irreducible K-variety which has 
an L-rational point has a K-rational point. 
Proof. One can verify the necessity of the latter condition. Conversely, assume 
that L is a regular extension of K and each absolutely irreducible K-variety which 
has an L-rational point has a K-rational point. Let 4(v) be a primitive formula in 
the language of fields. By Lemma 0.1, ¢ has the form 3x 9(v, x) where 9 has the 
form p, (v, x) = 0A. "" Ap, (V, x) =0 for polynomials Pi,. .., p, with integer coeffi- cients. Suppose that a...... a are elements of K and L satisfies ¢(a). Let 
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bi,... , 
bm be elements of L for which L satisfies 9(a, b). The K-ideal determined 
by (b,. .., 
b; 
) 
has a basis ql(x), ... , qs(x) in K[x] 
(Lemma 0.2). The K-variety 
V corresponding to the ideal I generated in K[x] by q, (x), ..., q, (x) is absolutely 
irreducible and has an L-rational point, so V must have a K-rational point 
(b1,. .., bby assumption. Each polynomial p; 
(a, x) is in I (Lemma 0.2) so K 
satisfies 6(a, b) and 4(a). Thus, K is existentially complete in L. 
Theorem 2.2. The following are equivalent for a field K: 
(1) K is pseudo-algebraically closed; 
(2) K is quasi-perfect and weakly pseudo-algebraically closed; 
(3) K is existentially complete in each totally transcendental extension field. 
Proof. (1) implies (2). Assume that K is pseudo-algebraically closed. Suppose 
that K(a"P) and K(bl1P) are proper, purely inseparable extensions of K where a 
and b are in K. If K(a"P) * K(b1"), then K would be algebraically closed in the 
quotient field of K[x, y]/(xP - ayP - b) (Lemma 1.1), so K, being pseudo- 
algebraically closed, would contain a zero of xP - ayP - b. But this would con- 
tradict that K(a`P) # K(b""). Thus, K(a`P) = K(b"P), so K is quasi-perfect. 
Clearly, K is weakly pseudo-algebraically closed. 
The other implications follow easily from Theorems 1.2 and 2.1 and definitions. 
Theorem 2.2 can be viewed as the basis for the model-completeness results 
concerning perfect, pseudo-algebraically closed fields in [1], [14], [15] and [28]. 
Theorem 2.3. A member of K of OU(F) is existentially complete in °U(F) if and only 
if K is pseudo-algebraically closed and is a maximally totally transcendental 
extension of F. 
Proof. This follows from the preceding theorem. 
The class °ll (F) is closed under unions of chains. Consequently, each member of 
Oll (F) is contained in an existentially complete member of OU(F) (see [5, Chapter 
3; 9, Chapter 1]). Thus, each field F has a totally transcendental extension L 
which is pseudo-algebraically closed. 
If F is perfect, then each existentially complete member of °ll(F) is perfect also. 
3. Axioms for totally transcendental extensions 
Each model-complete theory is the unique model-companion of its universal 
subtheory. Accordingly, the strategy for characterizing the model-complete, com- 
plete theories of pseudo-algebraically closed fields consists of three steps: (1) 
determine the universal subtheories of complete theories of pseudo-algebraically 
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closed fields; (2) determine which of these universal theories have model- 
companions; and (3) describe these model-companions. 
The universal theories of step (1) will be constructed in this section. Each of 
these is essentially a theory of totally transcendental extensions of a particular 
field. Also, each of these theories has the joint embedding property. That these 
theories are precisely the universal subtheories of complete theories of pseudo- 
algebraically closed fields will be proved in Section 6. 
Let B be an integral domain. Let C be a set of elements of B such that CU {1} 
generates B as a ring. Note then that each polynomial in B[x] can be expressed as 
a term in the language 2(C). If C=0, then 2(C) is just 2 itself. Extend 2(C) to 
2(B). Let TB-domains consist of universal axioms for integral domains together with 
Diag (B). The models of TB-domains, the integral domains which contain a disting- 
uished isomorphic copy of B, will be called B-domains. Let TB_fie, a, be TB_doma; nsU 
{Vx (-i(x = 0)--+3y (xy =1))}. The models of TB_fie, d. are the B-fields. The quo- 
tient field of B will be denoted by Q(B). 
A B-field which is algebraic over Q(B) will be called a B-number field. If B is 
Z or Z/(p), then B-number fields are the absolute number fields of the same 
characteristic as B. The B-number subfield of an B-field F will be the algebraic 
closure of Q(B) in F. 
For each B-number field E, let Exc (E) = {Vx -i(p(x) = 0): p(x) is a polynomial 
in B[x] expressed as a term in 2(C) and E lVx -i(p(x) = 0)). Let SE be the set of 
universal consequences (in 2(C)) of TB_fiC, d, U Exc (E). 
Lemma 3.0. Two B-number fields E and F are isomorphic over Q(B) if and only if 
SE = SF. 
This lemma is just a reformulation of [2, Lemma 5]. Since the sets of axioms 
constructed in this section and in Section 4 depend upon this lemma, it should be 
noted in passing that the proof in [2] is correct in spite of a minor mistake in its 
first paragraph. The difficulty can be remedied by omitting the reduction to the 
separable case and using the following lemma communicated to the author by 
Bruno Poizat: If L and L' are two algebraic extensions of K such that L has finite 
separability degree over K and each element of L has a K-conjugate in L', then L 
can be embedded in L' over K. 
Henceforth, E will always denote an B-number field. 
Expand 2(B) to 2(E). Let TF be the set of universal sentences in the language 
2(C) which are deducible from the theory TB_fi. Id& U Exc (E) U Diag (E). Clearly 
T. contains SE. 
Lemma 3.1. A B-domain R is a model of TE if and only if R can be embedded 
over B into a totally transcendental extension of E. 
Theorem 3.2. A model L of TF is existentially complete for TF if and only if L is a 
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B-field, its B-number subfield K is isomorphic to E over Q(B), L is pseudo- 
algebraically closed, and L is a maximally totally transcendental extension of K. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.3. 
Each complete theory T of B-fields determines a B-number field E uniquely 
up to isomorphism. Its universal subtheory Tv contains TE. However, Tv and TE 
are not logically equivalent in general. The theory T has the joint embedding 
property, because it is complete, so Td must have the joint embedding property 
also. However, the theory TE has the joint embedding property only when E is 
quasi-perfect (see Proposition 3.6). Therefore, T must contain a component of TE. 
The reader is referred to [7,8] for discussions of components of universal 
theories. 
The goal of this section will be achieved by determining the components of TE. 
Let F be a B-field which is a quasi-perfect, maximally totally transcendental 
extension of E. Each existentially complete member of ail (E) fulfills these 
requirements (Theorem 2.3). Expand _T(E) to 2(F). 
Let TE, F be the set of 
universal consequences in the language 2(C) of the theory Tn_ fie, de U Exc (E) U 
Diag (F). Clearly TE, F contains TE and SE. The notation TE, F will always denote a 
theory obtained in this manner. 
Lemma 3.3. A B-domain R is a model of TE. F if and only if it can be embedded in 
, d, U Diag (F) which is a totally transcendental extension of E. a model of T,, -,. 
Theorem 3.4. The components of TE are precisely the theories TE, F for quasi- 
perfect, maximally totally transcendental extensions F of E. 
Proof. First, let T' be a component of TE, and let F be an existentially complete 
model of T. whose universal theory in . (C) is precisely T'. Then T' is deducible 
from TE U Diag (F), so T' is deducible from TB-fields U Exc (E) U Diag (F). 
Moreover, T' must be precisely TE, F, since F is a model of TE, F. According to 
Theorem 3.2, F has the desired properties after E is identified with the B-number 
field of F, so T' has the requisite form. 
Conversely, assume that F is a quasi-perfect, maximally totally transcendental 
extension of E. Let R, and R2 be models of TE, F. Then R, and R2 can be 
embedded in models L, and L2 of TB-fields U Exc (E) U Diag (F). The field F must 
be algebraically closed in Ll (otherwise E would not be algebraically closed in 
L, ), so L, is a regular extension of F (Theorem 1.2). Similarly, L2 is a regular 
extension of F. Then the free composite L of L, and L2 is a regular extension of F, 
so the models R, and R2 are jointly embedded in the model L of T13-field U 
Exc (E) U Diag (F). Thus TE. F has the joint embedding property. 
In order to show that TE. F is a component of TE, let K be an existentially 
complete member of °U(E) which contains F. Then TB_fie, d U Exc (E) U Diag (F) is 
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deducible from TB_fie, d U Exc (E) U Diag (K), so TE, F is a subtheory of TE, K. Then 
TE, F must be logically equivalent with TE, K, because TE c TE. F c T, ý3, K, TE, F has 
the joint embedding property, and TE, K is a component of TE. Thus, TE. F is 
a component of TE. 
Corollary 3.5. A model of TE, F is existentially complete for TE, F if and only if it is 
existentially complete for TE. 
Proposition 3.6. TE has the joint embedding property if and only if E is quasi- 
perfect, in which case TE = TE, F for each quasi-perfect, maximally totally transcen- 
dental extension F of E. 
Proof. If E is quasi-perfect, then TE, E = TE is a component of TE and so TE is 
the only component of TE. 
Conversely, suppose E is not quasi-perfect. Then E has elements a and b 
which are purely inseparable over Q(B) and for which E(a'1p) and E(b1") are 
distinct, proper, purely inseparable extensions of E (where p is the characteristic 
of E), because E fl (Q(B))p m cannot be quasi-perfect. Then the quotient field K, 
of E[x, y]/(xp'-ayp2-b) and the quotient field K2 of E[w, Z]/(Wp2-bp+lzp2-a) 
are models of TE (Lemma 1.1). Suppose that L is a model of TB_fie, ds into which 
K, and K2 have been jointly embedded as B-fields. The embeddings of K, and 
K2 must coincide on Q(B)(a, b). Then in L 
xp2-(WP2-bP+1z 
2)yp2-b=0 
so 
zy(bP-2)p+1-(bP 
2)+x-w 
=0. 
Thus, b-°' satisfies a polynomial of degree p+1 over L but its irreducible poly- 
nomial over E has degree p2, so E is not algebraically closed in L. Hence, TE 
does not have the joint embedding property. 
One can show (using Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.3) that if Q(B) is 
quasi-perfect, then SE and TE are logically equivalent. Now if B is Z or ZI(p), 
then Q(B) is just the prime field of its characteristic and E is an absolute number 
field. From this it follows that the results announced in [27] are special cases of 
the theorems in this paper. 
4. Companionable TE's 
Recall that a field K has bounded corank if K has only finitely many separable 
algebraic extensions L satisfying [L : K] =n for each positive integer n. Otherwise 
K will be said to have unbounded corank. 
In this section, we will construct the model-companions of T. and TE. F for 
A-number fields E with bounded corank. 
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The theory TE has a model-companion TE if and only if the class of existen- 
tially complete structures for TE is axiomatizable, in which case TE is such an 
axiomatization. Consequently, the construction of TE may be guided by Theorem 
3.2. The theory TE must contain (1) axioms for the class of B-fields whose 
B-number subfields are isomorphic to E, (2) axioms for pseudo-algebraically 
closed fields, and (3) axioms that insure that no proper, algebraic extension of a 
model of TE has a B-number subfield which is isomorphic to E. The construction 
of these last axioms depends upon E's bounded corank. 
Lemma 4.1. There is a theory TEc in . (C) such that TEc contains TE and the 
models of TEc are the B-fields whose B-number subfields are isomorphic to E over 
Q(B). 
Proof. Let 
TEc = TE U {Vx (-ix = 0- *3y (xy = 1))} U {3x (p(x) = 0): p(x) 
is a polynomial in B[x] expressed as a term in 2(C) and Ek 
3x (p(x) = 0)) 
and apply Lemma 3.0. 
An extension field K of a field F will be called a minimal extension if whenever 
a field L satisfies FcLcK, then L= F or L= K. 
Proposition 4.2. Assume that the B-number field E has bounded corank. Then 
there is a theory TET in T(C) such that (i) TET contains TE and (ii) a model R of 
TE is a model of TET if and only if R is a quasi-perfect B-field whose B-number 
subfield K is isomorphic to E and R is a maximally totally transcendental extension 
of K. 
Proof. For each integer t; 2, let K ,,... , 
Kq(, ) be the distinct, separable, mini- 
mal extensions of E which satisfy [K,,; : E] = t. This collection for each t is finite, 
because E has bounded corank. If E has no separable, minimal extensions of 
degree t, then f (t) =0 and the list above is empty. If E is not perfect and p is the 
characteristic of E, then increase the value of f (p) by 1 and let KP, f(p) be a purely 
inseparable, minimal extension of E. 
For each t ý_: -2 and i, 1 -- i_f (t), there is a polynomial p,,; (x) in B[x] (expressed 
as a term of Y(Q) such that p,,; has a zero in K,,; but does not have a zero in E. 
Let 
hpi, 
(x), Pi(X)=II j-2i=I 
where the empty product equals 1 by convention. 
Construct a formula Irr (t) for each t>-2 as follows. Let q(x, y) be the 
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polynomial x` + y, x'-' +"""+ yt_, x + y1. Let Y(y) be the matrix 
0 1 0 0 """ 0 
0 0 1 0 """ 0 
0 0 0 0 """ 1 
Yt -Yt-i -Yi-2 -Yt-3... _Yi 
Let Irr (t) be a first order sentence which expresses 
'IVY,. ." Vy, (if q(x, y) is irreducible as a polynomial in x, 
then 3z, ... 3z, (p(z, (Y(Y))`-1+... +z, -, 
Y(Y)+z, I)=0)) 
where I denotes the identity matrix and (Y(y))' denotes the ith power of the 
matrix Y(y). 
For each prime p>0 let QPP be the sentence 
Vx Vy [(--13z (zP =X)--13z (zP = y)) 
--->3z1 . .. 
3zp (y = zp+zP_lx+. . +. zPxP-l)1 
A field of characteristic p>0 is quasi-perfect if and only 
if it satisfies QPP. Let 
QPo be the formula 1=1. 
Now let 
TET = TEC U 
{QPP: 
P is the characteristic of E} U {Irr (t): t -- 2}. 
Clearly, TET contains TE. In view of Lemma 4.1, to verify (ii) one must only show 
that a model L of TEc U {QPP: p is the characteristic of E} is a model of TET if 
and only if the B-number subfield K of L is not algebraically closed in any proper 
algebraic extension of L. 
Assume first that L is a model of TET. Suppose that L(c) is a proper algebraic 
extension of L of degree t over L. Let a,, ... , a, 
be elements of L for which 
q(x, a) is the irreducible polynomial of c over L. Since L satisfies Irr (t), there are 
b,, ... , 
b, in L such that 
P, (bl(Y(a))i-' +... + b, -tY(a)+ 
bEI) =0 
where Y(a) is the matrix obtained by substituting a; for yj for i=1, ... , t. 
Since 
Y(a) is the companion matrix of the irreducible polynomial q(x, a), L(c) is 
isomorphic over L to the subalgebra of the txt matrices generated (over the 
diagonal matrices) by Y(a). Hence L(c) contains a zero of p,, namely, b, c'-' + 
"""+b, _ tc+b,. 
But each zero of p, is an element of K-K, since K is isomorphic 
to E over 0(B). Thus, K is not algebraically closed in L(c). 
Conversely, assume K is not algebraically closed in any proper algebraic 
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extension of L. Let a1,.. ., a, be elements of L for which the polynomial q(x, a) 
is irreducible in L[x]. Then L' = L[x]/(q(x, a)) is a proper algebraic extension of L 
of degree t, so K is not algebraically closed in L'. Therefore, L' contains a 
minimal algebraic extension K' of K, and [K' : K] - [L: L] =t since K is algebrai- 
cally closed in L. If K' is a separable extension of K, then K' is isomorphic to 
some K,,, with 2 -- j-_t and 1_i<f (j), since K is isomorphic to E over Q(B). 
Otherwise, L' is not a separable extension of L. Then, since L is quasi-perfect, L' 
contains a purely inseparable extension of degree p over L (Proposition 1.5) and 
hence contains every purely inseparable extension of K of degree p. Therefore, in 
this case K' can be chosen to be isomorphic to KP, f( ). Hence, in either case K' 
contains a zero of p, (x) and so L' does likewise. As before, L' is isomorphic to the 
subalgebra of txt matrices over L generated by Y(a), so there are b1, ..., 
b, in L 
such that p, (b, (Y(a))`-' +"--+b, _l 
Y(a) + b, ) = 0. Hence, L is a model of Irr (t) 
for each t>2, so L is a model of TET. 
Theorem 4.3. If a B-number field E has bounded corank, then T. has a model- 
companion TE and TE. F= TE, F U TE is a complete model-companion for each 
component TE. F of TE. In particular, if E is quasi-perfect as well, then TE is 
complete. 
Proof. M. Jarden and U. Kiehne [14, Section 1] have constructed axioms which 
for perfect fields axiomatize the property of being weakly pseudo-algebraically 
closed, that is, every non-void absolutely irreducible variety has a zero. The crux 
of the matter is determining when a polynomial of degree at most n is absolutely 
irreducible. The perfectness of the field is used only in [14, fifth paragraph on p. 
278] in order to insure that the field F has a primitive element over F. Therefore 
the axioms constructed in [14, Section 1] also axiomatize the property of being 
weakly pseudo-algebraically closed for quasi-perfect fields. Consequently, these 
axioms together with an axiom for quasi-perfect fields of characteristic p ax- 
iomatize the pseudo-algebraically closed fields of characteristic p (Theorem 2.2). 
Thus, let TE consist of TET together with the axioms for weak pseudo-algebraic 
closedness constructed in [14, Section 1]. Then TE axiomatizes the existentially 
complete models of TE (Theorem 3.2), so TE is the model-companion of T,,,. 
One can also prove that TF is the model-completion of TUT. 
A field K is said to have finite corank if the Galois group '(K, I K) of the 
separable closure K, of K in k with the Krull topology is topologically finitely 
generated. The corank of a field K of finite corank is defined to be the minimal 
number of elements which topologically generate 19(K, I K) (see [14]). If the 
corank of K is e, then 19(K, I K) can have no more subgroups of index n than does 
the free group generated by e elements, which has only finitely many subgroups of 
index n. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between subgroups of 
W(K, I K) with index n and separable, algebraic extensions of K of degree n over 
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K, a field K with finite corank has bounded corank. (The converse is false; a 
counter-example appears in Section 7. ) 
Corollary 4.4. If a B-number field E has finite corank, then TE has a model- 
companion and TE, F has a complete model-companion for each component TE, F of 
TE. In particular, if an absolute number field E has finite corank, then TE has 
a complete model-companion. 
A field K is said to be e-free if K has corank e and '(K, I K) is isomorphic to 
the free pro-finite group topologically generated by e elements [12,21]. The 
following corollary generalizes [14, Corollary 4.5]. 
Corollary 4.5. If E and F are e-free, pseudo-algebraically closed fields, EcF, and 
FnE=E, then F is an elementary extension of E. 
Examples for the results in this section appear in Section 7. 
S. Noncompanionable TE's 
If E has unbounded corank, then neither TE nor any of its components TE, F 
has a model-companion. This converse to Theorem 4.3 will be proved in this 
section. 
The assumption that E has bounded corank was used in the construction of 
TET from TEc and nowhere else. The construction of the sentences Irr (t) in the 
proof of Proposition 4.2 utilized only the potentially weaker assumption that E 
has only finitely many separable minimal extensions of each finite degree. This 
slight variance is magnified in the proof of the converse of Theorem 4.3. 
Lemma 5.1. If a field K has infinitely many separable minimal extensions of degree 
m (in IK), then each existentially complete member of IU(K) has an ultrapower 
which is in "1l(K) but is not existentially complete in "1t(K). 
Proof. Assume that K satisfies the hypothesis. Let L be a existentially complete 
member of 'U(K). Construct an ultrapower of L as follows. Let {a;: i<w} be an 
infinite collection of elements of k such that each a, generates a separable, 
minimal extension of K satisfying [K(ai): K] =m and K(a; ) * K(a) for i# j. Then 
K(a; ) fl K(a) =K for iýj, since K(a, ) and K(a) are minimal extensions of K. 
Also, [L(a, ) : L] = [K(a; ) : K] =m for each a;, since K is algebraically closed in L. 
The field L(a; ) fl K is a separable extension of K. Therefore 
m= [K(a; ) : K] [(L(a; ) f1 K) : K] = [L(L(a; ) f K) : L] = [L(a; ) : L] = m, 
so L(a; ) f 1= K(a, ). 
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Let U be a nonprincipal ultrafilter on w. Let L, = L'/ U and let L2 = 
r1; <0, L(a; )/U. 
Then Ll is a substructure of L2 by the natural identification. Let 
L3 = L, ((a; )) S L2, that is, L3 is the subfield of L2 generated over L, by the 
element (a; ) of the ultraproduct. Then [L3: L1] = m, since each a, - is a zero of a 
polynomial of degree m with coefficients from KcL. Identify K and L with the 
corresponding subfields of L2 consisting of elements of the diagonal, that is, 
a-te(a). The field L1, being an elementary extension of L, is a totally transcen- 
dental extension of L and hence of K, so L1 is in °il(K). 
In order to show that L3 is in °lt(K), suppose that an element (c; ) of L2 is in 
L3 fl K. Then there is an irreducible polynomial p(x) in K[x] such that p((c; )) = 0. 
Consequently, there is an infinite subset J of w such that jeU and p(q) =0 for 
each i in J. Now p(x) must have degree I or m, 'because c; is in the minimal 
extension K(a; ) for each i in J. If p(x) had degree in, then it could have a zero in 
at most finitely many of the K(a; )'s, because K(a; ) fl K(a; ) =K for i#j and p(x) 
has only finitely many zeroes. Thus p(x) must have degree 1, so in L2 (c1) = (a) E 
K for some element a of K. Hence K is algebraically closed in L3, so L3 is in 
0U(K). 
Therefore, L, cannot be existentially complete in °ll (K), because it has a proper 
algebraic extension in °U(K) (Theorem 2.3). 
Corollary 5.2. If a B-number field E has infinitely many separable minimal 
extensions of degree m for some fixed m-- 2, then neither TE nor any component 
TE, F of TE has a model-companion. 
The author is indebted to Walter Bauer for the ideas in the following proof of 
Theorem 5.4, which greatly simplifies the author's original proof. 
Lemma 5.3. If a profinite group G has only finitely many, maximal closed 
subgroups M,..... Me of finite index, then G is generated topologically by at most e 
elements. 
Proof. Let c; be an element of G-M, for c=1, ... , e, and let H be the subgroup 
of G generated by c,, ..., ce. Suppose that 
N is a normal subgroup of G of finite 
index. Then HN = G, for otherwise FING M, for some i so that cif HN con- 
tradicting that c, EH. Therefore, H is dense in G, so c,, ... , ce topologically 
generate G. 
Theorem 5.4. If a field K has infinitely many separable extensions of degree n, then 
it has infinitely many minimal separable extensions of degree m for some m -- n! . 
Proof. Since K has infinitely many separable extensions of degree n, K has 
infinitely many Galois extensions of degree k for some k-n! . Let 
3= {L: Lis a 
Galois extension of K and [L : K] = k}. Let f be field generated over K by U. 
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Clearly L is Galois over K. Let G be the Galois group of f over K. Then G has 
infinitely many closed subgroups of index k, so G is not topologically finitely 
generated [12, Lemma 1.3]. 
Therefore, in view of Lemma 5.3, it suffices to show that if M is a closed, 
maximal subgroup of G of finite index, then (G : M) --k. Let F be the fixed 
subfield of M, and let L,..... Lk be members of . °9 for which F is a subfield of the 
compositum L, """ Lk. Then the Galois closure F of F over K is a subfield of 
L, """ Lk. Let M be the closed, normal subgroup of G corresponding to F. 
Since Fg L, """ Lk, there is an induced surjection it from G, _ 
(6(Ll ""LkI K) onto G/M. Let 
Ni =16(LI... Lk JKL1"""L1) for i=0,..., k. 
Then G, = No? N, 2"""? Nk = {e} is a chain of normal subgroups of G, and 
(N; 
_, : 
N; ) k. The same holds for 
G/M = ir(G1) _ ir(N0) 2 ir(N1) 2 ... 2 7r(Nk) = {e}. 
Now MIM is a maximal subgroup of G/M, so there is an i such that G/M = 
(IT(N; ))(M/M) and M/M=(ar(N; +, ))(M/M). Then 
(G : M) _ (G/M: M/M) = ((1r(N, ))(M/A'r) : (7r(NN+i))(M/IdI)) 
(1T(Ni): 7 (N1 1))-(N, : N, +, )-- k. 
Thus all of the infinitely many closed maximal subgroups of G of finite index have 
index at most k for some k<n! , so 
infinitely many of them have index m for 
some m <n! . 
Theorem 5.5. If a B-number field E has unbounded corank, then neither TE nor 
any of its components has a model-companion. If an absolute number field E has 
unbounded corank, then SE does not have a model-companion. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.4. 
6. Model-complete, complete theories of pseudo-algebraically closed fields 
The model-complete, complete, consistent theories of pseudo-algebraically 
closed B-fields are precisely the model-companions of the components TE, F of the 
theories TE for B-number fields E. This will be proved by showing that the 
universal subtheories of complete theories of pseudo-algebraically closed B-fields 
are precisely these components. 
All theories considered in this section will be assumed to be consistent 
regardless of whether this assumption is stated explicitly. 
Consider a complete theory T of B-fields in the language 2(C). Let L and L' 
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be models of T and let E and K be their respective B-number subfields. Then 
Exc (E) = {Vx 1(p(x) = 0): p(x) is a polynomial in B[x] 
and TF-Vx -i(p(x) = 0)} = Exc (K), 
because T is complete, so SE = SK. Therefore E and K are isomorphic over Q(B). 
The field E will be called the B-number field of T. The theory T. is deducible 
from T, for each model of T is a model of TE since its B-number subfield is 
isomorphic to E (Lemma 3.1). Thus, the universal subtheory Td of T contains TE. 
The main technical result of this section is that T. is a component of TE if T is a 
complete theory of pseudo-algebraically closed B-fields. 
Lemma 6.1. Each universal formula in the language . (C) is equivalent in TH_fie, d$ 
to a conjunction of formulas of the form Vx -i(g1(x, z) =0A"""A qr(x, z) = 0) where 
the q; (x, z)'s are polynomials in B[x, z] expressed as terms in . E(C). 
Proof. Use Lemma 0.1. 
Theorem 6.2. If T is a complete theory of pseudo-algebraically closed B-fields, 
then there is a component TE. F of Ts for the B-number field E of T such that 
Tv = TE, F. 
Proof. The theory T has the joint embedding property because it is complete. 
The theory T. must also have the joint embedding property, for its models are 
substructures of models of T. Consequently, Td contains some component TE, F of 
TE, since it contains TE. In order to show that T. = TE, F, one need only show that 
each sentence 
Vx1(p1(x)=0n... /\ P. (x)=0), (1) 
where each p, (x) is a polynomial in B[x] expressed as a term in 2(C), is not 
deducible from Ty whenever it is not deducible from TE, F (Lemma 6.1). 
Suppose that sentence (1) is not deducible from TE, F. Then there is a model L 
of 
TB-fields UExc(E) U Diag (F) U 13x (p, (x) = 0^ ""Ap, (x) = 0)}. 
Assume that E and F are subfields of L in the natural way. Let a,, ..., a, be 
elements of L for which L satisfies pl(a) =0n"""Ap, (a) = 0. Since Eis algebrai- 
cally closed in L, there is a finite, purely inseparable extension K of E such that 
the ideal {p(x): p(x) is in f[x] and p(a) = 0} has a basis ql(x), ... , qs(x) in K[x] (see [24, Chapter 1, Proposition 23]). The ideal I generated by ql(x), ... , q, 
(x) in 
K[x] is absolutely prime. Let J=In E[x]. The polynomials p, (x),... , p, 
(x) are 
in I and so are in J. 
Let M be a model of T. One may assume that E is the B-number subfield of M. 
The ideal p in MK[x] generated by ql(x),... , q, (x) is absolutely prime. Let 
q=p fl M[x]. The ideal q is the radical in M[x] of the ideal JM[x], for some 
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power of each q, (x) is in E[x] and hence in J because K is a purely inseparable 
extension of E. 
Suppose that M is not algebraically closed in the quotient field Q(M[x]/q) of 
M[x]/q. Then K must be a proper, purely inseparable extension of E. Let b be an 
element of E for which b 11" EK-E where p is the characteristic of E. Then VP 
is not in M, because E is algebraically closed in M. Consider the following 
commutative diagram of fields 
MK E- Q(MK[x]/p) 
UI UI 
Mc Q(M[x]/q) 
where Q(MK[x]/p) is the quotient field of MK[x]/p . The field MK is algebrai- 
cally closed in Q(MK[x]lp), because p is an absolutely prime ideal. The field MK 
is a purely inseparable extension of M. Therefore, the algebraic closure of M in 
Q(M[x]/q) must be a proper, purely inseparable extension of M. Now M is 
quasi-perfect (Theorem 2.2), so M(b1 ') is the unique, minimal, purely insepara- 
ble extension of M and M(b1 ') is a subfield of Q(M[x]/q). Thus, there is a 
polynomial r(x) in M[x] such that b- (r(x))P is in q. 
The field M can be embedded in a model of M' of TB_fi., d, U Exc (E) U Diag (F), 
since M is a model of Td which contains TE, F. Assume that F is a subfield of M' in 
the natural manner. Now F is a quasi-perfect, maximally totally transcendental 
extension of E, so F must be algebraically closed in both M' and L. Then M' and 
L are regular extensions of F (Theorem 1.2). Therefore, the free composite LM' 
of L and M' over F is a regular extension of F [17, Corollary 5, p. 58]. Thus, F 
and, consequently, E are algebraically closed in LM', so LM' is a model of TE, F. 
The elements a,..... a,,, of L are a zero for each polynomial in J. Therefore, as 
elements of LM', they are a zero for each polynomial in q, because q is the radical 
of the ideal JM[x] in M[x]. Consequently, there is a homomorphism from M[x]/q 
into LM' which maps x; to a; for i=1, ... ,m and maps each element of M to itself. Then b-(r(a))P = 0, so b"P is in LM', which contradicts that E is algebrai- 
cally closed in LM'. 
Hence, M is algebraically closed in Q(M[x]/q). Since M is pseudo-alge- 
braically closed, there is a homomorphism from M[x]/q into M mapping x; to an 
element c, of M for i=1, ... , in. Then pi (c) =0 for j =1, ..., r, so M satisfies 3x (p; (x) = On """ AP, W= 0). Thus the sentence (1) is not deducible from T. 
The component TE, F = T,, of TE in the preceding theorem will be called the 
component of T. 
Theorem 6.3. The following are equivalent for a consistent theory T in $(C): 
(1) T is a model-complete, complete theory of pseudo-algebraically closed B- 
fields. 
(2) There is a B-number field E (namely, the B-number field of T) with bounded 
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corank and a component TE. F of TE such that T axiomatizes the existentially 
complete models of TE, F and so is the model-companion of TE, F. 
(3) There is a B-number field E with bounded corank and a quasi-perfect, 
maximally totally transcendental extension F of E such that the models of T are the 
pseudo-algebraically closed fields whose B-numbcr subfields are isomorphic to E 
over 0(B), for which no proper algebraic extension has the same B-number 
subfield, and which can be embedded in extensions of F whose B-number subfield is 
E. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.2 and 3.4, Corollary 3.5, Theorem 4.3, 
Theorem 5.5, and Theorem 6.2. 
Theorem 6.4. If a complete theory T of pseudo-algebraically closed B-fields is 
model-complete, then each model of T has bounded corank. 
Proof. Let E be the B-number field of T. Let L be a model of T. The B-number 
subfield of L is isomorphic to E over Q(B) so one may assume that E is the 
B-number subfield of L. The theory T contains TET, since T is the model- 
companion of a component of TE. Consequently, for each proper, separable, 
minimal extension L' of L, L' fl E= E' is a proper, separable, minimal extension 
of E and L' = LE'. Moreover, [L' : L] _ [E: E], because E is algebraically closed 
in L and E' has a primitive element over E. Therefore L has only finitely many, 
separable, minimal extensions of each finite degree, because E has only finitely 
many such extensions. Thus, L has bounded corank (Theorem 5.4). 
The converse of Theorem 6.4 is false, as the following counter-example shows. 
Let Q be the algebraic closure of the rationals. Let t be an indeterminate, and let 
F be a subfield of the algebraic closure of 0(t) which is maximal with respect to 
not containing I. Then F is a procyclic field. Let K be an existentially complete 
member of the class ail (F). The field K must be pseudo-algebraically closed. Let T 
be the complete theory of K in the language 0,1, +, -, -. Then T is a complete 
theory of pseudo-algebraically closed fields. The absolute number field of T is 
E=0. But T is not the model-companion of TE, because K has a proper 
algebraic extension K(It) whose absolute number subfield is Q also. Therefore, T 
is not model-complete. 
7. Examples and remarks 
Examples for the preceding results will be divided into three groups according 
to the corank of the B-number fields: finite corank; bounded corank but not finite 
corank; and unbounded corank. 
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A. Finite corank 
(1) The B-number field E has corank 0. Assume first that Q(B) is an absolute 
number field. Then E is the algebraic closure of its prime subfield. An extension L 
of E has no proper algebraic extensions in which E is algebraically closed if and 
only if L is algebraically closed itself. Thus, TE is the theory of algebraically 
closed fields with the same characteristic as E which have a distinguished subfield 
Q(B). The field E is a model of T. 
Assume now that Q(B) is not an absolute number field. The field E must be 
separably closed. If the characteristic of E is zero, then E must be algebraically 
closed. In this case, TE is the theory of algebraically closed fields which contain 
Q(B). Nonalgebraically closed examples are easily constructed for nonzero 
characteristics. Suppose for example that Q(B) is F, (a) where Fp is the prime 
field of characteristic p>0 and a is an indeterminate. Let K be the algebraic 
closure of O(B). Let E, be the separable closure of Q(B) in K; let EZ be the 
separable closure of FP(a"P) in K; let E3 be a subfield of K which is maximal with 
respect to omitting a1 '; and let E4 be a subfield of K which is maximal with 
respect to omitting a°-'. All these B-fields have corank 0. The fields E3 and E4 
are quasi-perfect, while El and E2 are not. The model-companions of the theories 
TE,, i=1, ... , 4, are all 
distinct. 
(2) The B-number field E is an e-free field for an e _- 1. Assume first that B is 
Z or Z/(p), so that E is an absolute number field also. Then TF is a theory of 
perfect, e-free, pseudo-algebraically closed fields. These model-complete, complete 
theories coincide with those discussed in [28]. 
Particular examples of 1-free, absolute number fields are (i) a field of nonzero 
characteristic which has an extension of degree q for each prime q, and (ii) the 
subfield of absolute numbers of the maximal ramified extension of the p-adic 
numbers for a prime p [3, Section 14]. In case (i) if E is a finite field, then E is 
1-free but is not a model of TE because E is not pseudo-algebraically closed. 
There are N, such fields of each nonzero characteristic. However, if the absolute 
number field E has nonzero characteristic, has an extension of degree q for each 
prime q, and has infinite degree over its prime subfield, then E is both 1-free and 
pseudo-algebraically closed [3, Section 6, Corollary to Lemma 2]. Consequently E 
is a model of T. There are 2K° such fields of each nonzero characteristic. In case 
(ii) E, although 1-free, is not pseudo-algebraically closed [3, Section 14; 11, 
Lemma 2.9], so E is not a model of T. 
All absolute number fields of corank e--2 have characteristic 0. The set of 
e-tuples ((r , ... , Q, ), e -_ 1, of automorphisms of 
Q for which the corresponding 
fixed subfield of 0 is both e-free and pseudo-algebraically closed has measure 1 
in the normalized Haar measure on 16(10 Q) x ... X c(Q I Q) (e factors (see [14, 
Lemma 7.2]). Moreover, there is a set of S of e-tuples (Q,, ... ,o) of automorph- isms of 0 such that (1) BSI = 2'°, (2) the fixed field of (Q,, ... , o) for each e-tuple in S is both e-free and pseudo-algebraically closed, and (3) if 
(O',, 
... , tee) 
ý (O 
, ... , ore) for two e-tuples in S, then the corresponding fixed 
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fields are nonisomorphic [11, Theorem 7.1]. Thus, there are 2x° pairwise 
nonisomorphic, e-free, pseudo-algebraically closed subfields E of 
Q each of 
which determines a distinct, model-complete, complete theory TE of which it is a 
model. 
Now let B be arbitrary. If Q(B) is a countable, Hilbertian field, then all 
statements in the preceding paragraph hold with 
0 replaced by the algebraic 
closure of Q(B) and subfields of 
0 replaced by B-number fields [12,14]. All the 
fields thus obtained are perfect. Examples which are not perfect may be con- 
structed by replacing the field K in subsection 1 by an e-free field E containing 
FP(a) and duplicating the construction of E1,. .., E. 
(3) The B-number field E has corank e>0 but is not e-free. Assume first that 
B is Z or Z/(p), so that E is an absolute number field. The canonical examples 
here are the procyclic fields which are not 1-free, that is, which do not have an 
extension of degree q for some prime q. There are two common examples of 
characteristic 0. The first is the field R of real algebraic numbers. The field R is 
not a model of T*a, for R is not pseudo-algebraically closed because the abso- 
lutely irreducible polynomial x2 + y2 +1 has no real zeroes. In fact, no model of 
T% is real closed, since each model of TR must contain a zero of x2+ y2+ 1. Thus, 
each model of T*R has algebraic extensions of arbitrarily large, finite degree. 
On the other hand, since R has only one algebraic extension R(te), each 
model K of T*n has only one minimal algebraic extension, namely K(am). 
Thus, the Galois group 16(K I K) must be the free pro-2-cyclic group [21, 
Chapter 1]. 
The second example, due to E. Artin, is a subfield E of Q which is maximal in 
Q with respect to omitting 
J2. The field E has only one minimal algebraic 
extension E(,. /2). Since E is not real closed, the Galois group '(Q I E) _ 16(E I E) 
must be the free pro-2-cyclic group. The same must hold for each model of T. 
Furthermore, for each model K of TE, K= Kt = KQ, a sharp contrast to the 
example T,, above. 
The procyclic absolute number fields of nonzero characteristic which are not 
1-free are the absolute number fields of nonzero characteristic which do not have 
an extension of degree q for some prime q. Each such field must have infinite 
degree over its prime subfield. Consequently, each such field E is pseudo- 
algebraically closed [3, Lemma 2 of Section 6] and so is a model of T. 
Now let B be arbitrary. Examples of procyclic B-number fields which are not 
1-free can be constructed by using the technique of Artin's example. Assume that 
Q(B) is FP(a) where Fp is the algebraic closure of FP. Let K be the algebraic 
closure of Q(B). Let El be a B-number subfield of K which is maximal with 
respect to not containing a (p + 1)-root of a. Let E2 be a B-number subfield of the 
separable closure of Q(B) in K which is maximal with respect to not containing a 
(p+1)-root of a. Let E3 be a subfield of K which contains neither a p-root of a 
nor a (p + 1)-root of a and which is maximal in this respect. Then El is perfect 
and procyclic, E2 is procyclic but not quasi-perfect, and E3 is quasi-perfect and 
procyclic but is not perfect. None of these fields are 1-free. 
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B. Bounded corank but not finite corank 
An absolute number field of bounded corank but not finite corank must have 
characteristic 0. There does not seem to be a natural example of such a field. 
However, an example can be constructed by generalizing the example of E. Artin 
mentioned above. The author is indebted to Moshe Jarden for suggesting the 
following example. 
For each e>1 let pe be the eth prime. Let Fe be a Galois extension of Q such 
that Ifi(Fe 10) ý (Z/peZ)" (the existence of F. follows from the well-known fact 
that every finite abelian group can be realized as a Galois group over Q). Let L 
be the field generated by all the Fe's and let K be a subfield of Q which is 
maximal with respect to K fl L=Q. The field K exists by Zorn's Lemma. 
Lemma 7.1. The field K does not have finite corank. 
Lemma 7.2. If K' is a minimal extension of K, then there is a minimal extension F' 
of Q such that F' E- L, K'= KF', and [K': L] = [F': Q]. 
Proposition 7.3. The field L contains only finitely many, minimal extensions of 
degree n over Q for each n>2. 
Proposition 7.4. The field K has bounded corank. 
Thus, K is an absolute number field with bounded corank but not finite corank. 
Since K has bounded corank TK has a model-companion T. 
Similar examples can be constructed when Q(B) is a totally transcendental 
extension of its prime subfield. 
C. Unbounded corank 
All absolute number fields with unbounded corank have characteristic zero. 
Examples of absolute number fields with unbounded corank are the rational 
numbers Q and all finite extensions of Q. If Q(B) is purely transcendental and 
has positive transcendence degree and its characteristic is nonzero, then Q(B) and 
its finite extensions all have unbounded corank. 
D. Remarks 
New model-complete theories of semiprime, commutative rings can be obtained 
from the model-complete theories in this paper by using [19, Theorem 5 and its 
corollary]. The assumption in [19, Theorem 51 that 2 is the language of ring 
theory can be weakened to the assumption that 2 consists of the language of ring 
theory augmented by a set of constant symbols. Thus, [19, Theorem 5 and its 
corollary] can be applied to all the model-complete theories constructed in 
Section 4. 
The theory TET in Section 4 provides a new answer to a question concerning A. 
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Robinson's model-completeness test [22, Theorem 4.2.1]. The question is 
whether a theory which satisfies the model-completeness test relative to primitive 
formulas with only one quantifier is model-complete. J. Shoenfield calls this 
restricted model-completeness test the submodel condition [23, Chapter 5, Sec- 
tion 5]. Both J. Baldwin and G. Sabbagh have constructed examples which show 
that the answer to this question is no in general. The theories TET provide natural 
examples of this. 
Specifically, let R be the field of real algebraic numbers. Assume that B is Z, 
and let TRT be the theory in 2 constructed for R in Section 4. Each model of TRT 
is infinite. If K and L are models of TRT and K is a subfield of L, then K is 
algebraically closed in L. Using these facts one can verify that TRT satisfies A. 
Robinson's model-completeness test relative to primitive formulas with only one 
existential quantifier. The verification is similar to the verification of the submodel 
condition for the theory of algebraically closed fields [23, Chapter 5, Section 5, p. 
86, third paragraph]. The field R itself is a model of TRT. Let K be an 
existentially complete member of °U(R). Then K satisfies TRT. The polynomial 
x2+y2+1 is absolutely irreducible. The field K must contain a zero of x2 + y2 + 1, 
because K is pseudo-algebraically closed. The field R does not contain a zero of 
x2+y2+1. Thus, R is not an elementary substructure of K, so TRT is not 
model-complete. 
One comment on methodology may be useful for future investigations of 
model-complete theories. The first step towards the results in this paper does not 
appear in this paper. This step was a proof using the methods of [25] and [26] that 
TE has a model-companion whenever E is an absolute number field with bounded 
corank. Only subsequently were the axioms for TE discovered. These axioms for 
TE might reasonably have been discovered without this preliminary step in view 
of the recent literature on pseudo-algebraically closed fields. However, when one 
attempts to characterize all model-complete theories in a previously unexplored 
area, an initial attack using the methods of [25] and [26] may lead to a 
determination of the companionable, universal theories. With these in hand, one 
can then construct axioms for the model-companions which are more easily 
comprehended than those constructed originally through the methods of [25] and 
[26]. 
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